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FROM THE PRESIDENT 

 

In these social sectors we all are working for the sake of developing communities, neglected Minorities in 

the field of Education, Financial Empowerment, Strengthening their small business by Micro Finance, 

Advocacy and working for basic rights for women, girls and minorities. In these social sectors services, 

SSSF also worked their best, being the chairperson of SSSF I have seen each and every step which they 

take for the prosperity of community, For any development sector 

the most crucial thing which tends towards success is to built an 

trust among communities, their success and efficiency can be 

measured by their effective services for community, From last 

many years SSSF is developing and good relationship with each 

and every corner of District SBA as it is the only local 

organization which work for the betterment of  community in all 

areas, developing their youth, aware their youngsters tried their 

best to stood on one voice rather than focusing on race, religion, 

state or any political influence.  

This time is neither a beginning nor an end. It’s the point at which competing paradigms suddenly shift. 

The old finally gives way to an irrevocable demise as the new experiences a final burst of energy, rising to 

eminence as the new order of things.  

In a more global perspective, it is also true that small charitable organizations,are enmeshed in a similar 

struggle for survival.  

The broad-based initiatives unveiled at last year’s annual meeting have begun to turn things around, as 

perhaps never before. They entail a depth and breadth of shared visions and a quest for excellence that is 

shifting the scales and providing momentum to the transformation . We are, of course, still a long way from 

achieving the outcomes we seek.  

Success of an organization can not be measured from their resources and their strenghts  it will require 

more hard work and a redoubling of our commitment to service and collaboration in the spirit of the 

Lakeshore community’s values, and the values of our community.  

I specialy say Congrats to all SSSF team and their supporters for contributing their valuable servises for the 

bettherment, Me and All Board memebers are always there to support SSSF  our best wishes are always 

with you. 

 

“Teach this triple truth to all: A generous heart, kind speech, and a life of service and compassion are the 

things which renew humanity.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shahnaz Sheddi 

 

Chairperson BOD  

Shah Sachal Sami Foundation Nawab Shah  

 

 

 

 



 

From Executive Director 

 
 

 
Thi s  i s  our  p l easure  to  sh are  our  annu al  repor t  fo r  t h is  year ,  Shah  Sachal  Sami  has  a  pass in g 

f ro m the  best  o f  t ime . These years were most grown in the history of Shah Sachal Sami Foundation, SSSF got 

number of new projects to strengthen itself, Advocacy, Promoting Education, Fights for women and girls  right and 

Economic empowerment is the Key theme titled as Microfinance, We are contributing in the community development 

mainly economic development of women, poor and minor entrepreneurs, who wants to run their current business by 

providing them small loans, Microfinance refers to a variety of financial services that target low-income clients, 

particularly women. Since the clients of microfinance institutions (MFIs) 

have lower incomes and often have limited access to other financial 

services, microfinance products tend to be for smaller monetary amounts 

than traditional financial services. These services include loans, savings, 

insurance, and remittances. Microloans are given for a variety of 

purposes, frequently for microenterprise development. The diversity of 

products and services offered reflects the fact that the financial needs of 

individuals, households, and enterprises can change significantly over 

time, especially for those who live in poverty. Because of these varied 

needs, and because of the industry's focus on the poor, microfinance 

institutions often use non-traditional methodologies, such as group 

lending or other forms of collateral not employed by the formal financial 

sector.  

Beside Microfinance our another crucial theme is Education, including formal education, public awareness and 

training should be recognized as a process by which human beings and societies can reach their fullest potential. 

Education is critical for promoting sustainable development and improving the capacity of the people to address 

environment and development issues. While  basic education provides the underpinning for any environmental and 

development education, the latter needs to be incorporated as an essential part of learning. Both formal and non-formal 

education is indispensable to changing people's attitudes so that they have the capacity to assess and address their 

sustainable development concerns. It is also critical for achieving environmental and ethical awareness, values and 

attitudes, skills and behavior consistent with sustainable development and for effective public participation in decision-

making. To be effective, environment and development education should deal with the dynamics of both the 

physical/biological and socio-economic environment and human (which may include spiritual) development, should be 

integrated in all disciplines, and should employ formal and non-formal methods and effective means of communication. 

 

SSSF also go for the Community Advocacy Services for people who need support to deal with an issue they are 

facing. In a situation where they feel vulnerable, discriminated against or at risk of abuse (financial, educational, 

emotional, physical, psychological or institutional), Finding it difficult to put their views across or don't feel they are 

being listened to, Our intention are always for those who are feeling that they do not have support from someone who 
has their best interests  

Violence against Women continues to be one of the most prevalent and least recognized human rights violations in the 

world. In Pakistan, this occurs in many forms: domestic violence, sexual assault, public humiliation, abuse, trafficking 

and ‘honor’ killing. One in every two women in Sindh experience violence in their daily life. SSSF under its Gender 

Justice theme has been addressing the issue of violence against women in 04 UC’s of SBA   through various programs 

and campaigns. Gender Justice is the most sensitive theme one can work for that, this is due to the lack of awareness 

we believe that systematic changes, community awareness and individual engagement are needed to root out the 

problem. Our partner’s works towards   ending violence against women are SAP-PK, NCA and EU through various 

programmes, advocacy and campaigns.   

 SSSF worked for promoting peace through engaging youth, we never stop to work for human rights and 

Economic justice to the farmers, and cotton picking women’s, whenever any issues arises SSSF always stands up for 
their rights. 

“Success is not final, failure is not fatal,   it is the courage to continue that counts.” We need to growup for future 

perspectives. But I heartily commend the staff and voluteers who have helped bring this year’s success, and humbly 

thank all the members, contributors, donors and patrons for their support in helping the  SSSF reach at current position. 

 

 Lala Arshad 

 



 

1-Executive Summary of the Report: 

 

During the Annual report which covers period from 1st January 2015 to 31st December 2015 , In  this reporting period 

SSSF mobilization teams have been  intervene the different project/ Program activities on Micro Credit, Gender Justice  

Education and Advocacy theme related project activities in district shaheed benazirabad. Along with the Micro Credit 

Program during the January SSSF awarded by the Project ILM-Possible TAC’s, and also nominated as Partner 

Organization with SAP-Pk in their project titled as Gender Justice, USAID & SSSF jo pegham “ kayo ilm khe aam”  by 

USAID’ SGAFP. One Project of short-term is completed successfully related to the advocacy “Importance of Local 

Government Bodies “by USAID. In the Initial period of year, Shah Sachal Sami Foundation was engaged in disbursing 

Micro Credit among partner communities through Village Committees (VCs). The aim of program is to support small 

poor communities business in different sector like enterprise, agriculture and livestock. Beside the disbursement of 

Micro Credit, SSSF has formed 8774 Clients through its community mobilization program in five  branches named 

head office branch, Sakrand Branch, dour branch and old Nawab shah branch , VIP-Road (opened in February 2015), 

After wards the aim of these activities to organized the communities at one plat from for their economic, social and 

infrastructure development afterwards groups were being likened with micro credit program for their sustainable 

development. This type of financial support was provided to the skilled and needy clients as they can improve their 

living standard in the society. According the constitution of Pakistan basic Education is right of every citizens of the 

Pakistan for considering the betterment of common people, SSSF have keen interest to uplift the basic education in 

rural areas of Pakistan, so in this contact Shah Sachal Sami Foundation kept in continue its education program with the 

partnership of British Council initiated a project title ILMPOSSIBLE: (Take a Child to School). The main purpose 

behind the project launching is to movement of enrolment in low enrolled area of targeted district Shaheed 

Benazirabad. In the mid of year it USAID & NRSP also awarded us another education related project titled as Small 

Grant Ambassador Fund Project during this reporting period Shah Sachal Sami Foundation mobilization teams was 

conducted new assessments in the two Union Councils named Khar and Sawri. The mobilization teams also arranged 

number of meetings with communities at village level and in two union council level and also conducted focal group 

discussions. The main purpose of the assessment and Focal Group discussions to engage the maximum part of 

community to knowing the status of schools and their missing facilities with support of that partners SSSF got number 

of best opportunities to aware the community of UC-Khar and Sanwri. 

In the annually  progress period to considering the devolution of power to masses level, SSSF launched advocacy 

related project activities on importance of the local Government system in Pakistan.  

During that reporting period SSSF has been successfully completed Citizens Voice project phase 06 by under signed 

contract with USAID’s citizen’s voice project. This Project was totally based on the advocacy related activities on the 

importance of the local Government system. Through the implementation of the project at the ground level, local 

governments have a significant importance in enabling people to participate in politics and public affairs which results 

in increased accountability. Local governments have  also provide a very important role to the marginalized groups of 

the society, including women, industrial workers, religious minorities and youth in particular through representative 

local government system is to considering essential for transparent, efficient and effective, as well as to promote 

democratic culture and values at the grassroots level. Such a system also allows and enables people to hold their 

representatives accountable and have their participation in the process of decision-making. So in this contact for 

achieving the milestones of project activities, SSSF mobilization teams have started the project activities after 

completion of the hiring of the staff and executed the project activities at the ground level with going through selection 

of the youth volunteers to following the set criteria for the implementation of the project campaign at grass root level 

through different project activities. 

Another advocacy Project was awarded to SSSF with the partnership of SAP-Pk,  NCA and Eurpion Union titled as 

“Community Actions on Curb Violence against women & girls at Distrct SBA”  this project is totalt related with the 

gender base violence. It started in 50 Villages of 04 Talukas of district SBA.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

2- Introduction of SSSF 

 
Shah Sachal Sami Foundation is a non-profit organization and is registered under Societies Registration Act XXI of 

1860 since 2009. Earlier, Shah Sachal Sami Foundation was formally registered in October 1994 under the voluntary 

Social Welfare Agencies 1961 in the name of Shah Sachal Sami Welfare Association (SSSWA). Shah Sachal Sami 

Welfare association was engaged in the suburbs of District Shaheed Benazir Abad (Nawab Shah), Sindh Pakistan. 

SSSF has been established with the aim to promote the social and economic status of deprived and marginalized 

communities with main focus in rural areas. Shah Sachal Sami Foundation has working experiences in different Social 

Development Sector and intervenes in entire districts of Sindh. 

 

 

Goals  

The main objectives of the foundation are: 

To implement right based advocacy and awareness activities addressing issues of marginalized groups of the society 

through their own leadership. 

To enhance capacities and to develop the skills of those individuals of disadvantaged section of the society through 

training institutes, technical lectures and effective workshops. 

 

Vision of the Organization 

The vision of SSSF is the development of a progressive, prosperous, peaceful and non-discriminated society that is 

materially optimum, socially equitable and sustainable. The significant aspect of this vision is the balanced human 

resources. 

Mission of the organization 

 

The most important aspects of the mission of the Shah Sachal 

Sami Foundation (SSSF) are: 

To educate, mobilize and organize the unprivileged 

communities particularly peasants, women and minorities 

regarding their rights and responsibilities and providing them 

with participatory development services to ensure social 

justice and equality among community. 

To focus on social welfare and empowerment activities for 

low-income families, minorities and gender disparity in order 

to create awareness at grass root level.  
 

Area of Intervention in Sindh 

SSSF Started work from a small village of chanessar 1 and 

time to time the area has been extend from one UC to all 51 

UC’s of District SBA, worked in overall Taluka’S of SBA, 

through above mentioned programs , projects and activities. 

So we can say that being the parent city SSSF worked each 

and every corner of SBA, also moves towards other Districts, 

as Sanghar, Nousheroferoze, Saeed abad, Mirpur Khas,  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

3-Achievements Overview -2015 

 
SSSF reached 8774 beneficiaries including rural communities, youth and women through its microfinance 

program, development and advocacy intervention.  

Total Population Covered in Microcredit Program since 2012 to 2015, there are about 8774 active 

clients till December 2015 which is for 

three talukas of District SBA,  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total Population Covered through Education, Advocacy and other Activities (Peace Building, Human 

Rights, and Gender Justice). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

OverAll Program Wise Data 

 

Male                                          3558 

Female                                         5160 

Total                                         8774 

Children                                               3500 
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Female                                       7256 
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4-Program, Projects and Activities of Shah Sachal Sami Foundation 

 
 
4.1 Economic Empowerment through Micro Credit Program:  
   
Poverty has been a major challenge since the known civilization came into existence. In modern era, 

poverty is known to be the breeding ground for conflicts between nations and terrorism. Poverty is a wide 

spread world problem that afflicts particularly the developing countries.  

In Pakistan Poverty has been a major problem, despite the fact that agricultural sector showed high growth 

rates during 1960s, the country witnessed high level about 40 percent of poverty, which is more severe 

particularly in the rural areas. The poverty alleviation approach followed in Pakistan consists of sustaining 

a moderate rate of economic growth with an emphasis on equity in distribution and human resource 

development. Different strategies have been adopted for the purpose, which include special programs and 

short-term measures targeted towards improving the earning capacity of the masses in general and 

provision of social safety nets for the really poor in Pakistan. With a view to enhance the access of the low-

income communities to socioeconomic services of the Government, an independent professionally 

managed unit, the Pakistan Poverty Alleviation Fund (PPAF) was set up in 2000. This is in the form of a 

private, not-for-profit, limited company, with an aim to reach the poor communities through the NGOs and 

Community Based Organizations (CBOs). Initially, PPAF has signed agreements with Shah Sachal Sami 

Foundation for overcome or reducing the poverty through giving loan in agriculture, live stock and 

enterprise sectors this is termed as Micro Finance & Microcredit Program. 

“Microfinance is the provision of financial services to low-income clients or solidarity lending groups 

including consumers and the self-employed, who traditionally lack access to banking and related services.” 

Microfinance is not just about giving micro credit to the poor rather it is an economic development tool 

whose objective is to assist poor to work their way out of poverty. It covers a wide range of services like 

credit, savings, insurance, remittance and also non-financial services like training, counseling etc. 

Salient features of Microfinance: 

 Borrowers are from the low income group 

 Loans are of small amount – micro loans 

 Short duration loans 

 Loans are offered without collaterals 

 High frequency of repayment 

 Loans are generally taken for income generation purpose 

Standard of Work:  SSSF is providing their best services to their 

clients due to the informal standard and proper follow-up community 

are very much relaxed and satisfied by our services, we always tried 

to avoid lengthy and confusing procedure of loan as well, the 

description and overview of our work is describe in points.  

Proper Regulation: The regulation was not a major concern when 

the microfinance was in its nascent stage and individual institutions 

were free to bring in innovative operational models. However, as the 

sector completes almost two decades of age with a high growth 

trajectory, an enabling regulatory environment that protects interest of 

stakeholders as well as promotes growth, is needed. 

Field Supervision: In addition to proper regulation of the microfinance sector, field visits can be adopted 

as a medium for monitoring the conditions on ground and initiating corrective action if needed. This will 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-employed
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Banking


 

keep a check on the performance of ground staff of various MFIs and their recovery practices. This will 

also encourage MFIs to abide by proper code of conduct and work more efficiently. However, the problem 

of feasibility and cost involved in physical monitoring of this vast sector remains an issue in this regard. 

Encourage rural penetration: It has been seen that in lieu of reducing the initial cost, We are opening 

their branches in places which already have a few MFIs operating. Encouraging MFIs for opening new 

branches in areas of low microfinance penetration by providing financial assistance will increase the 

outreach of the microfinance in the state and check multiple lending. This will also increase rural 

penetration of microfinance in the state. 

Complete range of Products: SSSF always provide complete range of products including credit, savings, 

remittance, financial advice and also non-financial services like training and support. As we are acting as a 

substitute to banks in areas where people don’t have access to banks, providing a complete range of 

products will enable the poor to avail all services. 

Transparency of Interest rates: As it has been observed that, MFIs are employing different patterns of 

charging interest rates and a few are also charging additional charges and interest free deposits (a part of 

the loan amount is kept as deposit on which no interest is paid). All this make the pricing very confusing 

and hence the borrower feels incompetent in terms of bargaining power. So a common practice for charging 

interest should be followed by all MFIs so that it makes the sector more competitive and the beneficiary 

gets the freedom to compare different financial products before buying. 

Technology to reduce Operating Cost: MFIs should use new technologies and IT tools & applications to 

reduce their operating costs. Though most NBFCs are adopting such cost cutting measures, which is clearly 

evident from the low cost per unit money lent (9%-10%) of such institutions. NGOs and Section 25 

companies are having a very high value of cost per unit money lent i.e. 15-35 percent and hence such 

institutions should be encouraged to adopt cost-cutting measures to reduce their operating costs. Also 

initiatives like development of common MIS and other software for all MFIs can be taken to make the 

operation more transparent and efficient. 

 Alternative sources of Fund: In absence of adequate funds the growth and the reach of SSSF become 

restricted and to overcome this problem SSSF should look for other sources for funding their loan portfolio. 

Livestock, agriculture and Enterprise are the major product we are also working our best for moving ahead 

also. 
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In the annually progressive period from 1st January 2015 to 31st December 2015, the targeted population 

was mostly those who had small business in the sectors of micro enterprise, agriculture, and livestock. Most 

vulnerable and deprived community was at the priority in order to provide them better knowledge and 

support during the intervention for their development.  

SSSF is implementing its regular credit program with partner PPAF last many years. SSSF under loan 

scheme was focused all three products in micro finance program agriculture, livestock and enterprise. SSSF 

selected clients from all five branches (Head office Nawab Shah, Old Nawab shah, Vip road Branch, Dour, 

S
# Office Name 

No of 
Groups 

Total Loans 
Disbursed 

1 Head Office 442 1821 

2 
Old Nawab 
Shah 402 1588 

3 

SSSF 
SAKRAND 
BRANCH 439 1947 

4 
SSSF DOUR 
BRANCH 511 2203 

5 
VIP Road 
Branch 301 1185 

Total 2095 8744 



 

Sakrand) for promoting agriculture, live stock and small scale business. In addition, the main purpose of 

this scheme engages poor communities for uplifting of their financial conditions.   

During this quarterly progress period. SSSF mobilization teams conducted below mentioned sector vise 

activities. 

 

 

Total Clients Served by SSSF in 2015 

4.1.1 Agriculture Sector.  Agriculture is of immense importance in Pakistan’s economy. At the time 

of independence Pakistan was primarily agriculture based country and still  today agriculture 

has a great contribution towards the GDP of Pakistan we can say that Pakistan’s  80% 

economic condition depends on this agriculture sector.  In order to sustain such a massive 

population agriculture is playing a key role.  

1 

 

 

 

4.1.2 Branch Wise Disbursement Details  
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S# Office Name No of Groups Total Loans Disbursed 

1 Head Office 18 93 

2 Old Nawab Shah 9 71 

3 SAKRAND BRANCH 13 115 

               4  DOUR BRANCH 61 348 

5 VIP Road Branch 0 1 

Total 101 628 



 

During reporting period from 1st January 2015 to 31st December 2015, in the agriculture sector, SSSF mobilization 

teams have formed 101 groups; Total loan disbursed among 628 beneficiaries. Afterwards disbursement amount was 

15867290.14,   Below are the details in tabular form and in chart also. 

 

 Case study of Allah dino (Agriculture sector) 

 

Allahdino was a small former who was working for cultivation of agriculture last many years. Being former “I never 

think for any saving because my land lord providing me seed, urea and other things on his choice rates, so at the end of 

season when we sit together for final sharing I always got nil or minimum and remain hand to mouth” Mean while 

SSSF started intervention in my village and developed our capacity on agriculture, food security, livestock and other 

topics. They developed VDO of our village and selected me as chairman of VDO. Than we have achieved the vision of 

microfinance for agriculture. I have got loan seasonal loan for agriculture purchased my own seed & urea on cash and 

first time achieved the profit. In next cycle I got agri land on Maqata (Rent) and again got more saving. Today I have 

land lord of more than 10 acres, and my savings are above my expectations. Thanks SSSF (MFI) who increased my 

capacity support me to restore my self esteem and make me to fight against poverty.  

Mr. Allahidino is now very happy and ambitious and having following future plan for his agriculture field, Increase 

agri land and create job opportunities for other formers. Purchase local transport to supply timely crop to market. Insure 

him and his agri land (If possible).Savings more for securing him and his family 

 

Allahdino contribution to his community regarding impact is also more, He generated employment opportunities on his 

agri land for his brother and others who were jobless. He is role model for all those in community who would like to 

get suggestion from him as he now given more time to VDO (village development organization which helps the 

community in restoration of their quality and increasing capacity. He has Community leader and community makes 

trust on him for decision making/suggestion regarding their daily issues. He was victimize by bonded labor and now is 

free .So he is real story for society that how to get rid from bonded labor. He is rural character of effort and hard 

working for community. He increased the real essence of Micro finance support against poverty and now he is really 

successful role model for community. 

 

Allahdino has following challenges has faced and over come in his agriculture effort, 

He was previously in bonded labor to landlord and no decision making and low quality of life and Flood destroyed his 

crop. He was not in a position to investment to increase business, while Seed was former and restricted for innovations 

and Urea were on loan most of income waste on interest.  

But now he was feeling much better confidence got free him with savings of Micro finance and restore him. Afterwards 

Self esteem assured and improved quality of life through MF support. While regain work hard and with financial 

support achieved good results in next season. While he achieved easily loan from SSSF increased agri business through 

cash purchasing increased savings. Now he is living much better life is landlord and do innovations (like live stock, 

VDO support) 

 

Allahdino increase great positive impact on his family from Agri business as under, He got independence from bonded 

labor to him and his family from savings of his business got agri land on Maqata and revived him from former to 

landlord. Education plan of his family members is ongoing and continue. He also is providing utilities and all normal 

requirements of family. He Increased purchase power of family and his own. His income increased more than 5 times 

then pervious and now he has very happy .Increased nutritional, health and community status of family through this 

business. 

Allah dino much contributed to his community regarding impact is also more, He generated employment opportunities 

on his agri land for his brother and others who were jobless. He is role model for all those in community who would 

like to get suggestion from him as he now given more time to VDO (village development organization which helps the 

community in restoration of their quality and increasing capacity. He has Community leader and community makes 

trust on him for decision making/suggestion regarding their daily issues. He was victimize by bonded labor and now is 

free .So he is real story for society that how to get rid from Bonded labor. He is rural character of effort and hard 

working for community. He increased the real essence of Micro finance support against poverty and now he is really 

successful role model for community.  

 

 



 

4.1.2 Livestock Sector: 
Livestock is an important sector in Pakistan’s economy and contributes about 11.9 percent in the GDP of Pakistan. 

Livestock sector is considered to be a net source of invariable income for rural and middle grade agri-business holders. 

 Moreover it can play a major role in poverty alleviation in rural areas of Pakistan. 

Livestock Sector occupies a unique position in the socio-economic development of the country. It also plays important 

role in the rural economy as supplementing family incomes and generating gainful employment in the rural population, 

particularly among the landless laborers, small and marginal farmers and women. 30-35 million rural populations is 

engaged in livestock raising, having household holdings of 2-3 cattle/ buffalo and 5-6 sheep/ goat per family which 

help them to drive 30-40% of their income from 

livestock

 
Livestock Population Change 
The total population increase in livestock sector during economic year 2012-13 is listed below. Cattle population 

increased by 3.79% in year 2012-13. Buffalo, sheep and goat population replicated by 3.06%, 1.41% and 2.85% 

respectively. There is 0% increase in mule population. 

For many smallholder farmers, livestock are the only ready source of cash to buy inputs for crop 

production, seeds, fertilizers and pesticides. Livestock income also goes towards buying things the farmers 

cannot make for themselves and that includes paying for school fees, medicine and taxes from milk and 

milk products like butter and cheese. Larger animals such as cattle are a capital reserve, built up in good 

times to be used when crops are poor or when the family is facing large expenses such as the cost of a 

wedding or a hospital bill. So in this regard Shah Sachal Sami Foundation mobilization teams have been 

given loans for the support of livestock sector  

 



 

 
 

 

Branch Wise Disbursement Details. 

During reporting period, in the livestock sector, SSSF mobilization teams have formed 205 groups Majority 

was female clients. The total loan was disbursed among 1094 were supported 29779780.88 in Pakistani 

rupees. In addition. Below detailed list of cli 
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Case study of Haliman Bibi (Livestock Sector) 

 

Haliman Bibi is a rural area house wife woman skilled in live stock and its products. Haliman due to less 

income of her husband (Abdul Rehman) initiate to support the family accompanied. Her husband is 

working on daily wages and brought income to home which is insufficient to fulfill family requirements. 

Haliman decided to start live stock business which she has some knowledge from her family. Haliman 

contacted to SSSF team and fortunately achieved loan for live stock business. The quickly and timely 

support of (SSSF) mobilization teams and she was select as a needy borrower. She was supported for live 

stock because she has a much experience in live stock and she was in a position to care the animals in a 

very comfortable way.  

S# Office Name 
No of 

Groups 
Total Loans 
Disbursed 

1 Head Office 54 263 

2 
Old Nawab 
Shah 8 32 

3 
SSSF SAKRAND 
BRANCH 59 309 

4 
SSSF DOUR 
BRANCH 69 400 

5 
VIP Road 
Branch 15 90 

Total 205 1094 



 

Haliman Bibi is very simple village women. She has not long term planning but she some plan as business 

man. We have saw 1 cow, 02 goats, 04 sheep’s at her home, she purchased from loan she got. She was a 

good planer and tries to sell the cattle Eid-ul-Zaha for earning. While with this earning she and her family 

will pass their lives happily and from savings she will again repeat the cycle by payment SSSF on time. She 

is interested to increase the quantity of live stock with big animals. She also got milk, butter and utilize for 

her own kitchen. Haliman would like profitability of business by increasing the volume. She also advises 

the other village women to keep interest in the income generating profession. 

In initially she was facing many challenges for example high cast treatment of live stock disease, in a male 

dominant society very difficult for female to approach the market and low investment due to increase 

business. But all of these difficulties and challenging environment. She now knows the basics of these 

diseases and treats in consultation with available veterinary doctor. After wards she keeps savings with her 

and run the home for six months from these savings. Now in 3rd cycle she has approach to live stock dealers 

and no issue to go market (Sale from home)    

HalimanBibi having great positive impact on her families, she treated as Role model mother, wife and care 

taker.  Haliman bibi was managed live stock and given time to her family accordingly. She was a model 

Mother as caring for 02 daughters.(one got married ) and 02 school going sons. She got home base utilities 

from live stock like milk, butter & bio for sale. She said thanks to SSSF whom support makes this 

difference. 

Haliman Bibi has positive impact on her community from this business, Providing technical support and 

advice to community women who want to start this business and helped them for their contacts with SSSF. 

She is also call in community gatherings as wise women. She also doing home care and business thus relay 

a message that women of this century are not weak. She is rural character of effort and hard working for 

community. She is caring mother initiate that a mother can do support for her family and be role model for 

community. She doesn’t want to stop education of her kids thus messaging for rural area can improve 

through micro business and education sector. While Haliman Bibi is now muck respected by community 

for her courage, support and guidance to community and her own home. 

 

 

4.1.3 Enterprise Sector: SSSF offers its services for Enterprise Sector also, Enterprise means 

Initiating for setting up business as well taking risk to hold them smoothly this sector is most crucial sector 

as it has large number of clients. The potential of women entrepreneurs remains largely untapped in 

developing and emerging markets, with many lacking access to the financial services, skills and 

opportunities they need to become successful business owners. In developing countries, women own only 

around 30% of small businesses and as little as 17% of medium enterprises. Women are also three times 

more likely to operate within the informal economy. SSSF always try to support minor entrepreneur, small 

business owners, mainly sole owner of a shop, this sector is mainly based in market situation, and to 

develop Enterprise sector SSSF mobilization teams provided loans for male and female beneficiaries for 

setting their business. The main objective of providing the loan fighting against poverty and     empowering 

the communities, afterwards  to support and uplift microfinance income generation activities. 
 

Branch Wise Served Clients Details 

 In addition,  to empower marginalized sections of society specially women by enabling them to contribute 

collectively in their economic growth. 

During reporting period in enterprise sector, SSSF mobilization teams have formed 1790 male & female 

groups which has 7022 total number of served client. In addition amounts 148360250 were disbursement 

for the year 2015.  
Following detailed list of Branch vise clients were supported in Enterprise Sector. 

S# Office Name 
No of 

Groups 
Total Loans 
Disbursed 
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Case study of Shahmira Oad (Enterprise Sector) 
This is the story of a lady who fought the hurdles with valor and courage and Shah Sachal Sami Foundation 

has provided her the timely help to face the difficult stages of her life. Mrs.ShahmiraOad is a 52 year old 

lady who is symbol of fearlessness for the people of Mehran colony Nawabshah.  

She contacted SSSF in the spring season of 2013. She narrated the tale with credit officer. She told that her 

husband is Principal in Government College and he has three wives. She said “I have 3 daughters and two 

sons, few years ago we were really happy and our children were studying in a local private school. My 

husband used to provide all the necessary things and money for our children. But after his third marriage he 

left us last year on our own. We hardly managed the 

expenses of our family.  

She was provided loan by SSSF last year and she started the 

business of embroidery at home. With the help of her 

daughters she earns enough money for fulfilling the needs of 

her family. Now she has built the new house and also they 

are not further dependent on any other resource. She praised 

the staff and credit system of Shah Sachal Sami Foundation 

and thanked for the timely assistance provide to her and her 

family.  She is now living very happy life as before she was 

always feeling deep grief over the economic conditions and 

family economic conditions, now she is quite happy and fell 

satisfactory life after receiving the loans from the SSSF 

Micro Finance program and generates from the economic 

source from the supported loan. 

Branch vise disbursement status: 

In the quarterly progress period, the targeted population was mostly those who had small business in the 

sectors of micro enterprise, agriculture, and livestock. Most vulnerable and deprived community was at the 

priority in order to provide them better knowledge and support during the intervention for their 

development.  

During reporting period SSSF micro credit program disbursement and recovery of the amount in detailed 

vise in below mentioned table 

 

Branch vise Male /Female group formation status 

1 Head Office 371 1465 

2 Old Nawab Shah 385 1485 

3 
SSSF SAKRAND 
BRANCH 367 1523 

4 SSSF DOUR BRANCH 381 1455 

5 VIP Road Branch 286 1094 

Total 1790 7022 



 

 

4.1.4 Opening of New Branch 

In the progress period from January 2015 to December  2015, SSSF monitoring unit and mobilization team 

conducted a study of pre marketing assessment in order to open the new branch at Nawab Shah city. The 

aim of study was to assess the local market under micro credit program. Initially focus group discussion 

(FGD’s) were done and got the data on the questionnaire. After cleaning and compiling of the data process 

SSSF management on the behalf of this study management will make decision to open the new branch in 

city Nawab Shah 

On dated 12th February 2015 SSSF mobilization teams have open new branch named VIP road branch in 

city Nawab shah. 

 

4.1.5  Field Monitoring visits by SSSF MER unit and complain mechanism 

Monitoring and Evaluation plays a very significant role for the smoothly implementation of the project 

activities at the ground level Therefore SSSF has a internal and external monitoring mechanism, while 

internal  Monitoring  conducted by M/E Officer on daily or weekly basis to insure that intervention is 

moving in right direction for acquiring significant results. SSSF MER always keep in close contact with 

communities considering their suggestions for the implementation of project activities in their perspective 

village. Monitoring manager and organization management to facilitate the social organizers time by time 

regarding the ongoing project activities at field level 

SSSF, MER unit during their field visits provided detail information about the role and responsibilities of 

the villagers. One of the essential responsibilities is the monitoring and supervising of the interventions. 

The SSSF mobilization team has encouraged the villagers that you are the owner of the village and you 

should make possible the quality of the interventions through monitoring of the interventions. 

During this reporting period from January 2015 to March 2015, SSSF M & E unit achieved targets which 

were set were field monitoring visit of clients and their business. MER unit thoroughly review the 

documentation, verification entry in poverty Score Card, cross verification of pass book, Follow-up of 

defaulter clients, market assessment, check work Plan and submitted progress report on timely.  

So in this regard SSSF M/E unit developed a comprehensive complaint mechanism Under the policy 

manual some complaints were received, preceded and solved by the respective unit; details are mentioned 

below in a chart; 

 

DETAIL OF COPMLAINTS JAN TO SEP 2015 (All Branches) 
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Name of Branch  
Name of Complained 

received  

No: Of solved 

Complain 
No of complain pending  

Nawab Shah Head Office 18 16 02 

Nawab Shah 2 10 10 0 

VIP road Branch 05 05 0 

Sakrand 06 06 0 

Dour 04 04 0 

 

 
 

4.1.6 Monthly debriefing and sharing of progress 

and work plan: Monthly debriefings are quite helping full 

for the enhancement of program quality and running of 

smooth project activities. During debriefing mobilization as 

well as technical teams’ shared monthly progress separately, 

along with challenges, difficulties and      hindrances which 

were facing at field level. After sharing progress against 

targets by socials. In addition, management from both sides 

have review the achievements vs. set targets and make plan 

to following the detailed implementation plan for the 

intervention of project activities in right direction and also 

submitted monthly  work plan and progress for the completion of project activities on time.    This meeting  is 

arranged monthly and attanded by all Unit Head’s and branch managers.                                                    

Achievements & Impacts 
 

      Achievements 
 

 SSSF is serving 8774 clients, 
responsible for verifying their source 
of income. 

 SSSF is offering services for various 
sectors which has direct impact not 
only on the economic condition of an 
individual but it also counted in 
overall economy. 

 SSSF is successful in maintain trust 
among communities. 

 About 8774 people including male 
and Female both is also mobilized for 
other reasons i-e Health, Education 
Human Rights and other related 
issues. 

 SSSF is playing an efficient role for 
reduction poverty in District SBA, 
Acting as buzzword in Credit Market. 

 
 

           Impact 
 

 This Program left very positive effect 
in the life of SBA’s people. 

 Minor Entrepreneurs and Small 
Business owners are get benefitted 
from our services related to 
agriculture, livestock and Enterprise. 

 This is the best service provider to all 
those who didn’t have any other 
source of income. 

 Standard of work is as per 
considering our nearby community 
one can easily understand and go 
through it.  

  



 

 
 
 

 

 

 

4.1.7 Capacity Building of the Credit staff:  
 

For any organization their work force are the most sensitive 

resources among all, there is a crucial need to develop them, Any 

employee could be do their best if we rely on their performance as 

with our best efforts. SSSF always trained their workforce for 

serving this society 87 paid staff  would be train in-house and out 

house sources,  

SSSF give due importance for the capacity of the Credit staff for the 

smoothly implementation of the project activities on ground level. 

SSSF HR department arranged capacity building trainings for the 

field staff about their capacity building. Manager HR provided 

facilitation to all participants, who have learned about their 

strengths, weakness and capacities. 

Mainly it was focused on how to make the role of social mobilizer more effective in order to deliver the true and 

genuine message to the  clients, In addition, to get awareness and 

develop understanding about the basic philosophy of mobilization 

and use of latest techniques for sensitization and along with to 

strengthen the capacity of the staff. While different trainings 

conducted by project related mangers about the orientation of the 

staff regarding project implementation of the project at the ground 

level. In the starting there was orientation about basic concepts and 

then there group work with presentations. There was fruitful session 

which provided more confidence to the field staff to face the 

challenges and achieve the tasks. In the Reporting year SSSF 

conducted 03 01 Day Training Workshops only for Credit Staff.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

4.2 Educational Program:  

 
Among all working themes the most crucial theme of SSSF is Education, there are about Education in 

Pakistan suffers from a chronic lack of spending in the education sector. However, the more alarming issue 

is the inefficient use of allocated funds with high proportions remaining unspent and those that are spent 

contributing little to good quality education. With the recent devolution of education from a federal to a 

provincial subject, it remains to be seen how the provinces tackle the problems of the education sector and 

millions of Pakistani children of primary school age who are out of school.  

In sindh situation is more alarming as compare to other part of the country. In sindh education is neglected 

field from last several decades due to lack of founds, mismanagements, lack of school facilities, poverty 

and many other reasons.                               

SSSF focused and contributed 

regarding this sector as more as 

possible. In addition, Shah Sachal Sami 

foundation initiated the school 

enrolment and retention campaign in 

Nawab Shah. The message given by 

SSSF through its slogan 17 years back 

was “Shah Sachal Sami Jo pegam, 

Karyo ilam Khe Aam” (It was message 

of 03 saints of Sindh saying “education 

should be for everyone”) this campaign 

was initial voice for OOSC by SSSF for 

education and enrolment awareness. 

Education conferences, mobilization 

meetings on enrollments, education campaign were also launched in whole district.  

SSSF is believes that education is the key for the betterment of any community or society. We can make 

change in society through education in this regard Shah Sachal Sami foundation initiated the school 

enrolment and retention campaign in Nawab Shah District. This campaign was initiated by SSSF for 

education and enrolment awareness.  

 

 

 

4.2.1  “ILM-Possible Take a Child to School “by British Council 

 

While Shah Sachal Sami Foundation in 

collaboration with British Council initiated a 

project title ILMPOSSIBLE: (Take a Child to 

School Project). The main purpose behind the 

project launching is to maximize the students 

enrolment process in low enrolled area in 

targeted district Nawabshah. 

It was result by the collective efforts of village 

Mohalla committee formations and Education 

conferences, mobilization meetings on 

enrollments, education campaign were also 



 

launched in whole district. The main activities also described below 

Description of Activities Completed from 1st January 2015 to 31st to December 2015 to 31st. 

Installation of Taleem Badlay Zindagi Banners      

SSSF undertook installation of TaleemBadlayZindagi Banners drive in the targeted UCs in order to 

generate awareness in the UCs about Ilmpossible –Take a Child to School project and develop environment 

for project in the community. Banners were placed on eye-catching points and prominent public places in 

the community to spread the knowledge that SSSF in collaboration with British Council was implementing 

the project for the sake of improving prospects of better future of resident children through education.       

Education Meeting “Taleem Badlay Zindagi” 

From January 29, 2014 SSSF organized, "Taleem BadlaZindagi" meeting at its dour office with the 

community members of UC Ghulam Hyder. The participants were invited to meeting through formal 

invitation through door-to-door visits in villages and through telephone calls by  Khadim Husssain, 

Education and Advocacy Officer Afterwards, Syed Ali HyderKazmi gave orientation of the project 

covering the need for project, project objectives and methodology of project. Role of volunteers, their 

trainings leading to self-development, their activities from HH survey to follow up visit for enrollment and 

retention and part of Mullah Committees part and initiative of Dosti gathering to maintain the interest of the 

Children in the school.  

Addressing the meeting, Mr. Lala Arshad, Executive Director of SSSF sensitized the participants how 

education would lead to secure and better future of their generation. He told, "we take loans for crop and 

this is a crop which will benefit after six months for short time while the crop (children) who is to benefit 

for whole life is not cared by us at all, isn't it? The community members responded positively to the 

question and agreed with the statement. Mr. Lala Arshad told how the feudal system exploits the illiteracy 

to their advantage and how through the education they could break the cycle of poverty and shackles of 

backwardness. He highlighted the importance of education for girls and how an educated girl could put the 

whole generation onto the path of success and prosperity. He motivated the community to join and be a 

volunteer and urge other join so that the situation education in community could be overhauled and OOSC 

could enroll in the schools. He told there was no other way but acquiring education, if one wanted to his 

children to live a better life as quoted his own example on this note.  

 

Selection of Youth Volunteers: 

The SSSF mobilization teams after gathering the identifications of the names for Education support briefed 

the respected communities that Under Project Ilm possible project activities. The social organizers after 

gathering the communities and briefed the respected communities that Under  BC project what kind of 

Education support can be given to most vulnerable communities, after the clarification of Social Organizers 

the project coordinator put head together and finalized the names of Youth Volunteers for Education 

Support about their village.  

after the clarification of MER officer and volunteers names finalized for the ongoing project activities.  

 

 Capacity Building of Ilam ambassadors; Training played vital role for communities to become active 

part of the society and get information regarding face the critical situation and get appropriate way to 

overcome the situation in the light of enhanced capacities. 

During progress period from 1st January 2015 to 31st December  2015, SSSF mobilization teams have 

focused for capacity building of the youth volunteers. In addition, capacity building of Mohalla committee 

members is one of the essential components of IlmPossible Project activities. SSSF build capacity of the 

youth members after completion of nomination process. During training session mobilization teams to 

provide them the knowledge and understanding about the education and conducting the enrolment process 



 

of students in schools and their roles and responsibilities. Mobilization teams also discussed during training 

session the student enrolment process and importance of the education in our society. 

The following main topic exposed during four days training work shop like Social Mobilization, Role 

plays, ways of dialogue, Motivation, Self identification and Facilitation on the importance of education in 

targeted communities This awareness campaign were quite helpful for youth Volunteers for the spreading 

of the message through mobilizations. While methodology of the  training was so simple and understand 

with easy way for Education mobilization teams through pictorial messages and with examples. 

 

1st and 2nd Trainings of Volunteers  

Shah Sahcal Sami Foundation organized four days trainings of identified volunteers for development of 

ilmambassadors from February 27, 2015 to March 02, 2015 in one of the targeted UCs namely Amerji.  

Two trainings were held concurrently, for male at GhulamSarwarDhari Primary School in village Ghulam 

Sarwar Dhari and for female at Rubnawaz Mari Primary School in village Rubnawaz Mari.  

One of first day of training 58 identified volunteers attended the training. During the training session, Mr. 

LalaArshad Executive Director SSSF also attended the session and addressed the participants on 

importance of education. He appreciated the volunteers for being committed to project and urged them to 

avail this opportunity provided for British Council to optimum level.   

On last day 55Ilm ambassadors attended the session including 16 female ilmambassadors TACS session 

and open house session was held with the participants.  

Abdul Malik, Executive Director of SoLF mobilized the ilmambassadors on TACS project. Zara Farooqui, 

Director, Sindh Baluchistan, ILMPOSSIBLE - Take a Child to School project, British Council held 

question and answer session with ilmambassadors to ensure clarity of TACS project and benefits of the 

project for community and ilmambassadors.   

All the six facilitator’s namely FidaHussain, NaveedHussain, Naveed Ahmed, TasleemGaho, 

AmeenKhaskheli, and KhadiumHussainprovided facilitation to volunteers during the course of the 

trainings. Luncheon with tea was provided to all participants throughout four days of trainings. 

3rd and 4th Trainings of Volunteers  

Shah Sahcal Sami Foundation organized four days 3rd and 4th trainings of identified volunteers for 

development of ilmambassadors from March 20, 2015 to March 23, 2015 in one of the targeted UCs 

namely UC GhulamHyder Shah.  

Two trainings were held concurrently at Government  Boys Primary School Wali Muhammad Shah at 

UC GhulamHyder Shah Sarwar. One of first day of training 82 shortlisted volunteers were called, of which 

58 volunteers attended the training. They were comprehensively informed about the project TACS, its 

objectives, strategy, partners and partners roles in the project. Baseline forms were explained to volunteers 

and filled up. 



 

  

Executive Director Shah Sachal Sami Foundation, LalalArshad also visited the training site and addressed 

the volunteers. He urged the volunteers to avail the opportunities offered by the Ilm possible - Take a Child 

to School project for development of organization skills, personality development and community 

motivation skills. He hailed the interest exhibited by volunteers in the training and in the project.  

On fourth and the last day 54Ilm ambassadors attended the session. TACS action plan was shared with ilm 

ambassadors. HH survey forms also explained and methodology to fill the forms also imparted with ilm 

ambassadors.  

In the end of the day, closing ceremony was held, addressing the ceremony, LalaArshad Executive Director 

SSSF congratulated the ilm ambassadors for attending the full session of the trainings. He encouraged the 

participants that they are young and huge responsibility lies on their shoulders toward to work for better 

community and province. He cited various examples how education leads to better future, better life and 

better career. He told that SSSF was also came into being to promote and provide education opportunities 

in the remote areas.  



 

 
On the occasion, a renowned personality of the UC Syed Baqar Ali Shah, Educationalist activist Nazeer 

Ahmed Korai, social activist Anwer Ali Mari, Project Coordinator Syed Ali HyderKazmi, 

Community Mobilizer YaseenKhaskheli and facilitators also addressed the ilm ambassadors.  

In close, TACS T-Shirts and Caps were handed over to ilm ambassadors by the guests.       Names of 

Facilitators: FidaHussain, KhadimHussain, Naveed Ahmed, NaveedHussain  

 

 

 

Formation of 5 Mohalla Committees   

  

Structure of Mohalla Committees formations 

In the reporting period two meetings were done with each community of the village for formation of the 

village Mohalla committees.  In the first meeting there was selection of members by villagers and and in 

second meeting chairman and general secretaries were selected with the purely consultation of the 

community members for smoothly intervention of the project activities at the village level.  

  Two persons were selected as one Chairman and one as Secretary  

  9 Males were selected as a member  

Following detailed list of Mahalla Committees Formations  

Activity  Target  Achievement  Remarks  

Formation of Mohalla 

Committees  

5 5 Achieved 

 

Role and Responsibilities of Mohalla Committee Members:  

The SSSF social mobilization teams have shared some criteria and their roles and responsibilities of village 

mohalla committee members regarding ongoing project activities at the village level. In addition Mohalla 

Committee members will be responsible for the overall, education related project activities of the village. It 



 

will take into consideration problems of the community and regarding education purpose and suggest 

mechanism to solve it.  

Following main responsibilities of the Mohalla Committee members 

Mohalla Committee members will create public awareness about the essentials of Education and with focus 

on people’s knowledge of entitlements to enable their involvement in the enrolment of student’s practices 

along with its monitoring.  

The Mohalla Committee members will be responsible to keep coordination, liaison with SSSF staff, and 

will provide inputs for education or Advocacy interventions in the village. 

Analyze key issues and problems related to village level and give feedback on these to the SSSF Staff and 

committee will monitor all the Education related activities that are conducted in the village such as student 

enrolment, assessment, capacity building trainings etc.  

The Mohalla committee will organize regular Weekly/Biweekly meeting to discuss various issues in the 

village and document the minutes of the meeting. While committee shall ensure that Community Dialogue 

is organized at regular intervals (once in a month) in the presence of SSSF staff. The committee shall 

ensure that all the issues discussed are recorded and action taken on the issues discussed.  

The Mohalla Committee will also play vital role to support SSSF staff for any dispute among the 

community during project interventions. The Mohalla Committee will be responsible to inform the SSSF 

staff about any mishap, dispute or tribal clash that can be threat for SSSF staff. 

The Mohalla Committee will maintain contact and ensure community involvement in all the project 

activities.The Mohalla committee members will ensures that the individuals designated to attend scheduled 

training will be present and that the same person apply these skills ongoing project activities 

Afterward, Mohalla committee namely Union Council Committee comprising off 11 members has been 

formed in UC Amerji, which will cover the whole UC. Meeting for the formation mohallah committee was 

held. 

Mobilization at masses level through youth volunteers 

Social Mobilization is the very essential component of the implemented project. While with the support of 

local communities SSSF have given highly importance in the implementation process of the social 

mobilization through community participation. SSSF believes in the empowerment of vulnerable 

communities and their sustainable development. By this thematic area SSSF has engaged in community 

mobilization program in the rural area through community participatory approach. In first stage SSSF 

mobilization teams has formed 2 new Mohalla committee formations during this reporting period.  

At the next stage Mohalla Committees has linkages with SSSF through Education Program and these 

Mohalla Committee formations has a significant role for upcoming new enrolment of students at village 

level 

Two meetings were done with each community organization or Mohalla committees regarding the students 

enrolment in schools In the first meeting there was selection of chairman and General secretaries and and in 

second meeting mobilization teams conducted capacity building trainings at the community level  

All the coordination with communities made through formal meeting with village Mohalla Committees 

while non formal meetings will also conduct with CO members and other stakeholders. In addition 

Community organizations played vital role in connection to take place in the contact of Advocacy, 

Education and Microcredit programs for support the nomination of most vulnerable clients and youth 

volunteers for the implementation of the Micro Credit and importance of the local Government system in 

district Shaheed Benazirabad. 

 

Awareness Session/ Campaigns: SSSF TACS & USAID project team has organized number of 

mobilization and awareness sessions in various villages of the targeted UCs. In the session’s community 

were given introduction of SSSF. Examples of importance of education, education played role in success of 

people were cited. It was emphasized that obtaining education was the right a children and government was 



 

entitled to provide free education to children under Article 25. MCs, structure and its roles in addressing 

problems regarding increasing the literacy rate in the community were appraised.  

Details of the projects, projects objectives, role of volunteers, benefits for volunteers in the project were 

provided. They were educated how project would transform the volunteers into ilm-ambassador and how 

by becoming ilm-ambassador would lead to the skillful resource of UC would become a productive human 

resource. The participants were informed how the project provides a platform and opportunity to 

youngsters to explore their telnet and abilities. Success stories of volunteers, people who acquired 

education and parents who made possible for their children to obtain education in spite of hardships were 

imparted to motivate the community. 

 
 

Role of British Council in the project and support British Council was provided in the project to make the 

situation better in terms of education and literacy rate to increase prospect of better future of the children. 

Islamic Surats and hades emphasizing the importance of education were cited to motive the community. 

Sensitization of volunteers about volunteerism and how volunteerism would to lead to their development 

and contribute to the community and  empowerment.  Apart from British Council, role of CNG-PAK, 

SoLF, FAFEN were also highlighted in the sessions.  

Questions and answers session in connection to projects objectives and its benefits was held at the end of 

the sessions.   

 

Education Rallies 

Shah Sachal Sami Foundation in the lead of LalaArshad, Executive Director Shah Sachal Sami Foundation 

held numerous education awareness rally from Bandhi City to UC Amerji, UC Sanwri and Khar. On this 

occasion talking to media, Mr. LalaArshad informed about the Ilmpossible- Take a Child to School project, 

its objectives and methodology. He informed that 

over 250 volunteers had been trained in UC 

Amerji, Khar and Sanwri to work for the education 

and enrollment of OOSC in the government 

schools. He told that SSSF were doing the project 

for the sake of project but it was doing it for sake 

of its commitment toward community, betterment 

of deprived people, increasing the prospect of 

success for poor people through education. He 

assured that SSSF would continue to strive for the 

education in the UC even after the project phase off. Later on the education rally in the shape of 

motorcycles and cars took off and ended at village Wali Muhammad Dhari, UC Amerji. Also SSSF is 

working for the missing facilities to school management and capacity building of Teachers in government 

schools. As modern world is the world of using new and essential trainings and abilities  



 

Assessment of the UC Khar and Sawari:  after conducting the community meetings with community at 

village level, SSSF mobilization teams was conducted house hold assessment in targeted villages for 

knowing the status and ratio of the students after assessed compile data and knowing the status of low 

enrolment of students at school level, who are not going schools due to some different reasons at the 

community level. During this quarterly progress period, SSSF mobilization teams have conducted FGDs in 

23 villages of Union Council Khar and Union Council Sawri for knowing the current facilities and student 

enrolment rations in two union councils of Taluka Dour district Shaheed Benazirabad 

 

Missing Facilities in Schools: In the progress period SSSF mobilization teams were conducted house hold 

survey to knowing the status of missing facilities in schools. The house hold survey was conducted in two 

Union Councils khar and swari in taluka Daur district Shaheed Benazirabad.  After village to village visit 

by SSSF mobilization teams found many missing facilities in schools such like need of student’s chairs, 

student’s tables are required, Teachers tables were missing, teacher’s chairs were missing also need of cup 

 boards and along with sport goods. Following attached list of missing materials at village level. 

Field visits by SSSF management (Monitoring) 

SSSF therefore gives due importance to field monitoring 

visits. SSSF Executive Director lala Arshad during their field 

visits and formal meetings sensitized the targeted 

communities about their role in order to maintain the 

interventions. The communities have to motivate and 

sensitized that appropriate maintenance is your responsibility 

and the long-term benefit of the interventions can be assured 

with your commitment and seriousness.   

In this reporting period, SSSF Executive Director Lala 

Arshad time by time filed visits to monitor the ongoing 

project activities at the ground level. In addition to follow up meetings were also conducted to with the 

village committees for the intervention of the project activities at the ground level. 

 

Field meetings with Partner Staff (CGN, PPAF) 

During the reporting period SSSF field teams conducted meetings and debriefings on time by time with 

implementing partner for the timely implementation of project activities on proposed villages. The main 

purpose of the meeting implementing partner at field level to update the management about soft project 

activities on weekly and Monthly basis. Furthermore, SSSF team would like to share data and update the 

implementing partner through emails or cell phones. 

During reporting period different project donor staff visited SSSF Head Office and respective intervention 

areas for the Monitoring purpose and implementation of project 

activities at the ground. The team from PPAF arrived at SSSF 

head office and analysed all the processes of Micro-credit 

Program funded by PPAF. PPAF staff also conducted meeting 

with field staff of Nawab Shah and Dour branch and discussed 

with them about their way of working under field operations. 

Executive Director Lala Arshad briefed PPAF staff of all 

progress achieved by SSSF.  

Shah Sachal Sami Foundation being an implementing partner 

working with British Council on ILMPOSSIBLE project in 

taluka Dour district Shaheed Benazirabad. Moreover, 

implementing partner (CGN) was also visited project 



 

intervention areas and conducted informal meeting with village Mohalla committees, teachers and students. 

Implementing partner staff really appreciated work that conducted by SSSF.  In the end CGN staff 

conduced meeting with E D Mr: LalaArshad along with SSSF project management. Mr: Naveed Hussain 

briefed the donor staff about organizations previous and ongoing project activities.  

 

Achievements and Impact 

 

Achievement  

 

o More than 3000/- 

Out of school students were enrolled during the 

reporting period. 

o 300 Youth 

Volunteers were trained by the TAC’s facilitators. 

o Build Attention of 

parents towards the importance of education by 

Engaging them in Muhalla Committees in all 

working areas. 

o Provide Program 

specific trainings and awareness for teachers. 

 

 

Impacts 

 

o This 

program imposes positive effect on 

parents and teachers. 

o Comm

unity gains awareness about the 

importance of education. 

o It 

creates an environment for 

discussing issues openly.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2.2 - “USAID Aeen SSSF Jo pegam kayo ilm khe aam” by Small Grant Ambassador 

Funds USAID 

 

By the grace of Almighty Allah  in this reporting year SSSF has win  another Project from USAID and NRSP named as 

Small Grand Ambassader Fund Project, this project is totally related to educate the nation by providing the best sources 

for them also developing the resources for learning and motivating Teachers parents and children’s from different 

corners ShaheedBenazirabad, started our Project in following two UC’s Belongs to taluka Dour, 

UC- Khar 

UC-Sanwri 

This project is implementing in above mentioned UC’s from August 2015 and currently running successfully. 

 

Objectives of Project: 

o Ensure the availability of Student chairs, writing boards, by Distributing game kits and other attractive 

material.  
o Facilitate them by distributing quantity of teacher’s chairs and tables 

o Develop interest of community towards education by making them aware more and more. 

o Strong mobilization for community regarding education  

o Introducing the new techniques for teaching methods 

o Strict monitoring of teachers 

o Trained and arise ownership by SMC members 

Main Components of Project 

Main components are following which we have to accomplished during the project year, 

o Mobilization CampaignsNumber of Children enrolled in schools of targeted area 

o Capacity Building Workshops for Teachers 

o Service Delivery 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Village List 

 

o GBPS Azeem Bhutto 

o GBPS Khar 

o GBPS Faqir Mir Chattan 

o GBPS Ghulam Muhammd 

Panjabi 

o GBPS Kuba Noor 

Muhammad 

o GGPS  Kuba Noor 

Muhammad 

o GBPS Muqeem Daahri 

o GPBS Molvi Muhammad 

Idress Dahri 

o GBPS Raza Muhammad 

Dahri 

o GBPS Nim Ali 

o GBPS Sanghar dahri 

o GBPS Manzoor Arien 

o GBPS PeeraNo Khan Dahri 

o GBPS Mubarak Khan Bhutto 

o GBPS Bag Manaik 

o GBPS Noorul Huda 

o GBPS Muhammad Bachal 

Bhanpoto 

o GBPS M.Idress Ranjhani 

o GBPS Muhammad Malook 

Bhutto 
 

 

o GBPS Bhan Poota 

o GGPS Pir Shahmeer 

o GBPS Pabjo 

o GGPS Habibllah  Dahri  

o GBPS Sun Sawari 

o GBPS Sher Poriyan  

o GBPS Sobho Daheri 

o GBPS Jari 

o GBPS Dital Laghari 

o GBPS Kharjani 

o GBPS Attur Khan Mari 

o GBPS Ghulam Hassan 

Hingoro 

o GBPS Durro Dahri 

o GGPS Sobho  Dahri 

o GGPS Haji Nabi Bux Dahri 

o GBPS Haji Nabi Bux Dahri 

o GBPS M Haroon Mahar 

o GBPS Abdul Rehman Rind 

o Yateem Lashari 

o Abdul Gafoor Kerrio 

o Yar Muhammad Dahri 
 

 

 

 

Achievements and Impacts 

Achievements 

o Baseline Survey of more than 80 Schools 

and selection of 40 schools  

o Enrollment of 800 OOSC  

o Organization of 8 Capacity Building 

Workshops of volunteers  

o Capacity Building 160 Youth Volunteers  

o Organization of 11 Capacity Building 

Workshops of SMC members 

o Capacity Building 280 SMCs members 

o Organization of 04 Capacity Building 

Workshops of Teachers  

o Capacity Building 80 Primary Teachers  

o Provision of missing facilities in 40 schools  

 

Impacts 

o This project impacts positively on the 

people of Khar and Sanwri. 

o Peoples are supporting us by active 

participation in education rallies, 

theaters and walks. 

o Incasing enrollment ratio in nearby 

areas of UC Khar and Sanwri. 

o Teachers are very much aware about 

their responsibility which was never 

before that. 

 

 



 

 

 

4.3 - Advocacy Program: 
  

Advocacy means to “give a voice to people”. Advocacy is a system of actions aimed at changing attitudes, policies and 

practices through four key types of activity: 

- Awareness-raising  

- Capacity development (internal and external to own organisation) 

- Networking with relevant government and non-governmental partners  

- Lobbying key decision-makers.   

Advocacy can be directed at different audiences: the general public, NGOs, politicians, governments, other decision-

makers, and your own organization. 

Lobbying is the practice of advocacy with the goal of influencing a governing body, in order to ensure that an 

individual's or organization’s point of view is represented in the government, and that legislation is drafted and 

implemented accordingly. In many countries, lobbying is regulated in an attempt to prevent political manipulation and 

corruption. People are paid to be lobbyists. 

Campaigning is the sum of actions and activities that an organization plans or executes in order to influence policyand 

to raise awareness on a specific issue. The aim is not only to influence policies, but also to raise public support. A 

successful campaign should have a simple and strong message that appeals to people’s emotions. Celebrities can be 

very useful in conveying the messages of a campaign to as wide an audience as possible. Typical campaigning 

activities include public events such as marches or vigils, the setting up of an exhibition, or the distribution of 

pamphlets and poster Advocacy simply means actively supporting a cause and trying to get others to support it as well. 

Advocacy is also speaking up and drawing attention to an important issue and directing decision makers toward a 

solution.  

 

 

 

4.3.1  “Importance of Local bodies Government “ Citizen Voice Project by USAID  

 

SSSF worked Advocacy related projects from last many years in sindh province. The mobilization teams of SSSF using 

different techniques like vise sensitizing, mobilization, dialoguing, Negotiating, lobbing through addressing the core 

issues of community facing at village level last so many years trough advocacy related project activities.  The main aim 

of the advocacy actively supporting a cause and trying to involved others to support it as well for achieving the object 

of the project activities at the ground level. After singing agreement with USAID under CVP ILGS project. The 

mobilization teams have started their project activities from the very first week of the March 2015 

During in this reporting period, after receiving invitation from partner staff, two staff member of SSSF, one from 

Program side Mr. Ghulam Sarwar working as a (Project Coordinator) and other staff member Mr. Naveed Hussain 

Finance manager from SSSF have participated in this arranged session. Moreover, in the post award orientation session 

all implementing partners were participated for understanding the theme of the project activities and implementing 

patters at ground level.  

Project successfully ends in July 2015. More about 45 youth volunteers join us in this campaign,   

 

1. Completion of Staff hiring process: The citizen’s voice project phase 06 will be implemented by Shah Sachal Sami 

Foundation (SSSF) under signed contract with USAID under CVP ILGS project. After the singed contact with donor 

partner, SSSF HR department advertised post by both electronic and print media after receiving final approval from 

donor side and interview panel recommend the names for project staff on purely merit basis.  Than finalized the hiring 

process by signings the contract with project staff by purely following the HR policies and procedures. 

2. Attending Post award Orientation Meeting:  After receiving invitation from donor staff, two staff member form 

SSSF side one from finance department and one from program side have participated in this arranged session. In this, 

post award orientation session all implementing partners were participated for understanding the theme of the project 

activities and implementing patters at ground level.   



 

3. Project orientation for project staff and SSSF Management: In the reporting period from January 2015 to March 

2015,after finalization of the names of the staff, SSSF Citizen’s Voice Project Coordinator Ghulam Sarwar have 

present detailed activity vise presentation which was held at SSSF head office in the presence of  whole SSSF 

management as well as staff regarding the planning and execution of the ongoing project activities on the ground level 

and described the project objective and importance of the local government system. Moreover, during project 

orientation we discussed the importance of the local Government system and smoothly implementation of the project 

activities at the ground level with maximum participation of the community through engaging the project activities at 

gross root level following the project object and goal of the organization with participatory approach. 

5. Selection Criteria for Youth Volunteers: Youth plays a very significant role for the implementation of the project 

activities at community level. Regarding the implementation of the project activities SSSF mobilization teams have set 

criteria for selection of the youth members on voluntarily basis and implementing the project activities and will be part 

of the different project activities regarding the importance of the local government in respective districts.  

SSSF project Management has set criteria for selection of youth members with consultation of SSSF management and 

have shared with donor staff for approval.  

6. Training of Youth Volunteers 

SSSF  senior project staff was conducted two training workshops for youth volunteers. The training work shop were  

facilitated by the SSSF senior project staff, so that youth volunteers could learn properly in all respects regarding 

importance of the local government system. Training was based participatory approach and approach of trains was 

based on lectures, success story, multimedia and group work activities. In this way, training work shop was remained 

helpful for youth volunteers for understanding the project activities in a better way. 

6.1.1  Major Activities carried out to achieve this objective 

 Dissemination of IEC Material 

SSSF developed necessary IEC material to support its various activities 

during the course of the project. It included pamphlets, banners, posters, 

broachers and play cards. SSSF team displayed and distributed at the 

various locations of the stalls and completed project activities. Such 

material helped in raising the awareness for those who visited the stalls and 

attended the different project activities. The information contained in 

material was primarily helpful for dissemination of information on 

importance of the local government system. 

Debate Competitions 

The SSSF senior project staff was developed a list of secondary and post graduate institutions and got permission from 

the head of departments or institutions for the debate competition on importance of local government bodies. The exact 

topic for debate competition provided by cvp and mobilization teams had share with students few days before for 

debate competition preparation. Before the start of the debate competition, senior project staff obtained permission 

from the principals/head of institutions in the district where we have been conducted debate competitions on the 

importance of the local government system. It was successfully conducted in Imperial Science Collage, Szabist Collage 

and Al-Karin Collage Inn. 

 

Interactive Conferences 

The Shah Sachal Sami foundation mobilization teams have arranged a number of interactive conferences at Taluka 

head quarter Daur, Sakrand and Nawab Shah, on importance of the local government system. The SSSF mobilization 

teams gives due importance to neutral venue for conducting all these interactive conferences. The mobilization teams 

first identified the stake holders and then invited and used CVP standard formats. The senior project staff also 

identified some experts and invited in all three interactive conferences. Such methodology used in all these interactive 

conferences. The purpose of conducting these conferences is only to place all these individuals in   



 

 
 
 
Walks, Rallies and Press Conferences 

SSSF organized a Press Conference at District Press Club, Nawabshah on 22nd July 2015. Mr. Lala Arshad (Executive 

Director, SSSF briefed about the project activities, deliverable & achievements on Importance of Local Government 

System, participants were fully participate and asked different questions regarding local government system in Sindh. 

SSSF team briefly defines & told them about their questions. In the end press Conference was ended with demanded 

the concern authorities will conduct the local government elections for the year 2015. 

      
 

Engaging with Potential Candidates  

 

Shah Sachal Sami Foundation Senior project staff arranged meetings with local political party officials was held at 

SSSF head office. The SSSF executive director Lala Arshad and CVP project coordinator Ghulam Sarwar Chang were 

briefed the political party officials about gathering with political parties and getting information regarding marginalized 

communities and was obtaining the list of those candidates who have submitted nomination papers in 2013 local 

government elections. They shared their experiences regarding that as well as discussing the challenges they faced 

during the years.  

 

Achievements & Impacts 
 

 

 

4.3.2 Community Actions on Curb Violence against women & Girls at Distt SBA 

 
South Asia Partner Ship and Shah Sachal Sami FoundationNawab Shah collectively work for Gender Justice in 

District Nawab Shah. SAP-PK’s initiatives are based on its development philosophy that people are at the center. This 

understanding helps SAP-PK to design its programs around the basic and strategic needs and fundamental rights of the 

people, especially who is disadvantaged and unheard. Same Project is also launched in District Mirpurkhas. 

Following thrusts are the basis of SAP-PK’s national and regional programs: 

 Democratic Governance 

 Poverty and Sustainable Livelihood 

 Human Security and Safe Environment 

 Peace and Regional Cooperation 



 

 Gender and Development, 

Main Objectives of Shah Sahcal Sami foundation 

 To implement right based advocacy and awareness addressing issues of marginalized groups of the society 

with their own leadership. 

 To empower economic status of disadvantaged section of the society by enhancing their products and its 

marketing. 

 To provide participatory development services in the various sectors of life like Health, Education, 

Agriculture, Clean Drinking Water, and infrastructure development. 

 To build linkages of deprived communities with government line departments through strong Coordination 

and effective Networking of activists, vocal persons, civil society organization and political parties. 

 To enhance capacities and to develop the skills of those individuals of disadvantaged section of the society 

through training institutes, technical lectures and effective workshops. 

 To evaluate and analyze aspects of change in overall social phenomena through research studies and field 

surveys. 

 

Its major stockholders for That Project worked for 

 Male and Female Workers (including those who are 

semi-employed or employed in the informal sector) 

 Farmers, both male and female 

 Religious Minorities 

 Elected Representatives and State Officials 

 Civil Society Groups, especially Media and Lawyers 

 Youth Groups 

Overall objective:  

To contribute to enhanced social and collective action in local communities to detect, prevent and respond to 

Violence against Women, specifically domestic violence (DV) and forced marriage  

Specific objectives:  

(1) Survivors of Violence against Women have enhanced access to justice and safety, through response services, 

referrals and adherence to applicable laws  

(2) Community measures prevent and act against domestic violence and forced marriages, by empowering women 

through facilitation of inheritance 

 

Estimated Results 

Rights holders: 3,750 women and girls vulnerable to physical violence; 1,000 religious minority women vulnerable to 

VAW; 400 survivors of VAW  

Duty bearers: 10,000 local volunteer human rights defenders (men, women and youth activists); 175 religious leaders 

(10% female: scholars and Quran teachers, etc); 250 government officials (from Police, Social Welfare, Education, 

Health & Revenue depts.), members of Parliament, and journalists. 

 Women and girls in district have reliable access to gender based violence (GBV) response services;  

 Police officials, Lady Health Workers (LHWs), Revenue officers and Marriage/Nikah registrars commit to 

incorporating gender considerations to enhance the quality of their services 

 Community groups are strengthened to prevent and address VAW in target areas 

 Rights holders are given practical information about their rights (in communities and schools) 

 A selection of young men and boys have adopted positive masculinities in their communities 

 Religious leaders are mobilized to speak in favor of women’s rights 

 District level networking and Capacity building of groups to prevent and address VAW 

 Community awareness sessions; rights education for rights holders 

 Training of young men/boys about positive masculinities; building negotiation skills of youth groups, and 

school campaigns. 

 

 

Main Objectives of Project 

Training for police and LHWs to enhance the quality of services; 

Mapping GBV response services in target areas; 

Training of state officials (land revenue officers, Marriage/Nikah registrars, police, and lawyers) on their role 

in ensuring women’s rights;  

Staff training on case management and the survivor centered approach; 

Develop complaint handling mechanisms for survivors;  

Advocacy meetings with duty bearers, 

Training journalists on gender sensitive reporting and need to condemn VAW incidents; 

Sensitizing members of Parliament. 



 

 

Targeted Beneficiaries: 

There are about 4 Hundred Thousand Vulnerable women, girls and boys in Nawabshah,  

 

Success Story of Mahnaz 

 
Mahnaz is a student of six class belongs to a poor 

family and village where most of the girls are not 

going to school for education, no other especial 

look-after is given and specially for females in this 

village no any concept of rights, gender justice and 

rights of inheritance.  

But Mehnaz was facing the early child marriage 

issue right from 1 month prior to SAPPk project got 

started with Co-Partner SSSF Nawabshah, and her 

father was not willing to continue Mehnaz education 

and Mahnaz wants to complete her education till 

metric but her family/father wants to her get marry 

in the age of 13 years, on this she was not happy and 

worried about her education, future and she was 

praying for Miracle to work.  

One Day Shah Sachal Sami Foundation team visited 

the village Jan Muhammad Unar regarding Gender Justice Program of SAPPK for orientation & group formation which 

was based on the project of “Community action to curb violence against women and girls” and mahnaz for the first 

time participated in meeting and agrees to join the group as member but she couldn’t share any single word regarding 

her issue of early age marriage.  

When mobilization meeting was conducted in same village and in this meeting project objective, supporting 

mechanism and organization’s history was briefly shared to participants/women then they freely discussed their 

common issues and Mehnaz stood up and put her issue of early child marriage before team and said kindly help me and 

try to speak with my family not do so and let me complete my education as I don’t want to get married in the age of 13 

years.  

After the completion of the meeting when all women left the place Innocent Girl (Mehnaz) came to Ms. Bushra (Social 

Organizer of Gender Justice Program – SSSF) and discussed her issue at length and Miss: Bushra Arain (SO) said don’t 

you worry we will try to convince your family. Thereafter strategically, a meeting was conducted in man group on very 

next day holding the agenda of early child marriage. Mr.Sarang & Miss: Bushra, described the dis-advantage of early 

child marriages and its bad impression on the young girls and boys and also the approved law of Sindh Government 

that Marriage under the age of 18 years will be null and void and considered as a crime for facilitator of the such 

marriage which is punishable and also requested we must let our children grow and get education freely as they wish. 

Finally Mehnaz story came to positive conclusion while the monitoring visit in the village of Jan Muhammad Unar by 

NCA, Mahnaz attended the meeting once again she was looking very happy and said that I am really very thankful to 

you that through your motivation and guideline my parents are agreed to postpone my marriage till I complete my 

education and attain the age of 20 years and she further thanked the Delegation of NCA, South Asia Partnership 

Pakistan and appreciated Shah Sachal Sami Foundation’s work. It was the success story of the girl namely Mehnaz 

Unar/Survivor.  

 

 

Success Story of Asma. 
During the awareness meeting Mother of Asma stood up share issue of her daughter education.  Miss Asma 

also shared their story and said that I am Asma jatoi, eleven years old and e lives in village Jatoi in Union 

council Jamal shah Tahsil Doar 

District, Nawabshah. I am studying in 

class 5th in Boys primary school in 

village Jatoi and girl’s school is 

not available.  

 

When, I was in 4th class, my parents 

said that don’t go to school now; you 

are physically mature and it’s 

not time to study with boys. Our 



 

customs and tradition not permit of education.  I insisted to my parent’s time to time and request that give 

permission of school, but they denied and said that now you should help her mother in daily activities of 

house. I kept silence and followed the instructions of parents, but I started to study in night at uncle’s home. 

My mother always favors but not says any single word to my father and brothers due to fear. She also 

shared that early marriage, force marriage and domestic violence is common. Women and girls rights are 

influenced by male and we have no any of rights of single decision; even girls cannot get education without 

permission of male family.    

   

Ms. Bushra Arain promised that with Asma and her mother that village group would solve the issues 

collectively. This issue was shared with Village group and suggested the meeting with Asma father, uncle 

and her mother. The Village Group has motivated to father of Asma and they are agreed to continue the 

education of Asma . They have also decided that she would be continue the education after 5 classes and 

would organize the travel arrangements.  

 

Now, Asma is happy and studying in 5th class in same boy’s school in village Jatoi. Mother of asma is also 

very happy said that I am really very thankful to SAP-PK and NCA to initiate this project.  She also said 

that your supportive guideline change the life of my daughter.  I am also requesting to   SAP-PK and SSSF 

to spread this message among more and more families and women for promotion of education  

 

Achievements & Impacts 

 
o Achievements  

 

o Working over 50 Villages in 04 UC’s of 

District SBA. 

o Formation of 100 Male, Female and Youth 

groups. 

o Arranging Community gatherings 

frequently. 

o Highlighting Women & Girls issue, 

o Formation of District Watch Group. 

o Discussing the remedies on Women & Girls 

issues. 

o Linkages with LHW’s, Judges and Lawyers, 

Police departments, Women development 

Centers and other related Government 

institutions. 

o Establishment of Strong feedback 

mechanism. 

 

o Impacts 

 

o These projects impose positive effect to the 

mind of all women & girls. 

o Women & Girls can easily discuss their 

issues (Minor/ Major).  

o Peoples get adequate awareness about the 

women issues and their rights. 

o Circulate awareness about how to deal in 

difficult situation. 

o Females can easily communicate for their 

rights. 

o Built an strong relation with communities 

regarding their problem solving. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

5- Peace Building & Awareness Campaigns 

Peace building is a process that facilitates the establishment of durable peace and tries to prevent the 

recurrence of violence by addressing root causes and effects of conflict through reconciliation, 

institution building, and political as well as economic transformation. Shah Sachal Sami is standing up with the 

peoples of whole country whenever an  During this reporting period Shah Sachal Sami mobilization teams conducted 

different awareness campaigns on timely issues,  i-e  Cane Prices, Funeral Ceremony  Army Public School Attack’s, 

Peace Conferences. While Shah Sachal Sami Foundation (SSSF) has striving since its establishment back in 90s for 

promotion of Human Rights, Peace, Justice and democracy. Since 2008, Shah Sachal Sami Foundation and South Asia 

Partnership Pakistan have been in relationship to create awareness about democracy and human rights, justice and 

peace through advocacy campaign in Sindh. In this regard projects: Strengthening and Democracy & Human Rights 

Program (DHRP), in various districts of Sindh was carried out and number of workshops, seminars, conferences and 

social gathering have been organized amid at advocating fundamental rights and promoting peace bring different 

diversities of society on one page. Conference - Say YES to PEACE, Say NO to Extremism Pursuing its efforts for 

peace,  

 

5.1 Some Major Peace & Human Rights Promoting Activities of SSSF 

 

5.1.1 A Conference on “Say YES to PEACE, Say NO to Extremism”   

 

During the reporting period of SSSF with the support of SAP-PAK 

has organized a conference - Say YES to PEACE, Say NO to 

Extremism at Meeting Hall, SSSF Head Office, District Shaheed 

Benazirabad. Lala Arshad, Executive Director of SSSF was the 

chief gust of event. The conference commenced with the recitation 

of Holy Quran by Mir Hussan, followed by welcome address of 

Yaseem Khaskhali, Area Coordinator of SSSF, in which he 

welcomed all the participants and laid out the purpose of the 

conference and light upon the danger of growing extremism.  

 

 

5.1.2 Protest against the Rate of Sugarcane  

Sustainable agriculture development does not framed without policy 

development, implementation and regularization for the reduction of 

poverty and to sustain agriculture , to sustain these Farmers Shah 

Sachal Sami and Sofi Shah Inayat farmers’ Cooperatives working 

from last number of years, They support farmers on each and every 

issue either financial or any other political of statistical injustice, they 

support them and always fight for their rights, Now a days a main 

issue is arises, few days ago sugar mill set the can prices of about 182 

but it is not given to them they still received the rate of 155.As there 

are o4-Shugar Mills in Nawab Shah city and production per 2400000 

Acers on 9000 is about 216000000, on the rate of 155 there is the loss 

of 5832600000.  Against this huge Loss Shah Sachal Sami called the protest in Press club they called a march against 

the price given to the 36farmers,in which a large number of farmers participated, 

5.1.3 A day of mourning on Shikarpur Blast 
Shah Sachal Sami Foundation with the association of other civil 

society organizations and activists held a day of mourning on 

Shikarpur blast. In this connection, candle light vigil was organized 

at Press Club, Nawabshah. The protest condemning the savageness 

and barbarism  act of Taliban. The Protesters demanded authorities 

to beef up the security of the Imam Bargahs and take immediate 

action against the perpetrators behind the carnage. Ad dressing the 

protest, the LalaArshad, Executive Director of Shah Sachal Sami 



 

Foundation, lashed out at culprits and said that we had been living in peace and harmony but some powers wanted to 

destroy the nation and country.  

 

 

 

5.1.4 Funeral Ceremony in the Memories of APS Attack 
 
Shah Sachal Sami Foundation with BAAKH Association, Fasyal Bank, and Rotary International held a day of 

mourning on December in memories of 142 innocent children and teachers slain out in the Army Public School, 

Peshawar. In this connection, candle light vigil was organized at Press Club, Nawabshah. Members of aforementioned 

organizations lit candle to solarize with victims of 

Peshawar. The candle vigil was turned into protest with 

members of other civil society along with teachers and 

school’s children joined. 

The protest condemning the savageness and barbarism 

befallen on the school by the Taliban, Protesters 

demanded authorities to beef up the security of the 

schools and take action immediate action against the 

perpetrators behind the carnage. Addressing the protest, 

the Lala Arshad, Chief Executive of Shah Sachal Sami 

Foundation, lashed out at culprits and said that we had 

been living in peace and harmony but some powers 

wanted to destroy the nation and country. He 

emphasized that security of schools be ensured and 

prompt action be taken against the doers and elements 

behind the attack. Ms. Maharunnisa, in-charge BAAKH, asked why our children were made to pay the price? She said 

there was no teaching in any religion which 

allows slaying out of innocent children. She 

demanded swift measure to propping up the 

security of the schools and hash action against 

the Taliban and their master-minds. Protesters 

comprising members of civil society, activist, 

and women rights activists chantedslogans 

against the Taliban and their barbarism came 

off at Army Public School, Peshawar. 

Placards condemning the #Peshawarattack 

were hold up by activists and students of 

schools.  

From Press Club, Nawabshah the protesters 

gathered at Head Office of Shah Sachal Sami 

Foundation to mourn and commemorate the 

lost flowers in the #Peshawarattack. Mourning 

reference commenced with the recitation of Holy Quran, Naveed Hussain, Finance Manager, SSSF performed the 

service of host during the reference. He hailed the sacrifices laid by the children and teachers in the incident and 

denounced that offenders involved in the attacks Speaking on the occasion, Syed Ali HyderKazmi, Manager Proposal 

& Reporting, paid rich tributes to teachers and schools students for writing a new history of bravery and gallantry. He 

asked authorities to action to curb the terrorism, terrorists and their sympathizers of terrorists. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

6. Organizational Structure of SSSF 

 

 
 

 

List  o f  SSSF Board Members  

S. No Name Designation 

1 Ms. Shahnaz Sheedi Chairperson 

2 Dr. Imtiaz Ali General Secretary 

3 Ms. Farzana Khilji Treasurer 

4 Mr. Mohammad Anwar Rashid Member 

5 Ms. Shahida Baksha Member 

6 Dr. Mazhar Mehmood Abbasi Member 

7 Mohammad Rajab Khaskheli Member 

8 Ms. Sehrish khanzada Member 

9 Ms. Zaib-un-Nisa Member 



 

 

 

 

 

Postscript 
 

 

By reading through the annual 
report, we hope you have reached 
the conclusion that by working 
together with a durable strategic 
plan, we can become wholly 
effectual in preserving and 
interpreting the historic and cultural 
assets, thereby guaranteeing rich 
visitor experiences, while also 
assuring the perpetual effectiveness 
and viability of our organization. 

Our history has taught us the futility 
of provinciality, and the power of 
collaboration and stewardship. 

While our mission might seem small 
and highly localized, what we do 
serves the thousands of peoples,  

 In the end, it is about individuals 
one by one stepping up to make a 
contribution. 

Thanks to all those who have gotten 
SSSF this far, and to those who will 
join us in our future endeavors. 
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